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Dear Tostan Global Family,

What is possible in the span of 25 years? What is possible in a generation?

If you had asked me when Tostan first became an official NGO in 1991 what the next two
and a half decades would entail, I would never have imagined a movement to end harmful
practices in eight African countries, almost 20,000 women elected into leadership positions
in their communities, or tens of thousands of people standing up for democracy and human
rights.

But that is exactly what we have seen--and we have only just begun.

As our 25th Anniversary approaches, we are excited to introduce the "Breakthrough
Generation," a story series honoring all of the brave individuals who made the last 25
years possible. The generation--young and old--that planted the seed of change and
nourished it to fruition. The generation that walks the path of human dignity. 

I wanted to personally invite you to join us on a reflective journey: 25 stories for 25 years.
Every month we will share a new chapter with you--our Tostan family--in hopes that you will
be inspired to share these stories, and to plant a seed of your own!

I am so proud to unveil our very first story. As you will see, it is a truly inspiring way to
begin this campaign.

“A single finger cannot lift a stone."

With deepest gratitude,
Molly

Click on the image below to watch "Lifting Stones: Ending Child Marriage in Mali"
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JOIN THE COMMUNITY

 

Want to find out more about the campaign or how you can get involved?
Click on the logo below!
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